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This essential pocket dictionary of Latin American Spanish is packed with clear and simple

definitions. Compact and attractively priced, it is ideal for the student or traveler.
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I really wanted a Spanish dictionary *in* Spanish to help me reduce the need to use English to

understand Spanish. This does the job and it is pretty cheap. I would have been willing to pay more

for better paper quality but this was the best one I could find for less than $20.

This is an excellent dictionary for those who speak Spanish well but need a dictionary to expand

Spanish words knowledge and usage in Latin America. Great value. Just make sure you get the

-Esencial- volume as there are similar versions that provide translations from Spain rather than Latin

America.

I bought this for a friend who is a native Spanish speaker. He hears words in English and he can

look up the words in a Spanish-English dictionary, but sometimes he isn't exactly sure which word is

the best. The Spanish dictionary helps him sort out various words that have similar meanings. He's

very happy with the dictionary.

I'm a Spanish major and now need to have an all Spanish dictionary. This book is decent and is

getting the job done. There is no need to waste money buying an expensive dictionary when this



one will do.

I am an intermediate-level student of Spanish & was looking for a Spanish-only dictionary to replace

my old bilingual one. My main concerns were that it be comprehensive enough to use while reading,

but small enough to be convenient to carry around. This one seems to do the trick. It's a very

convenient size & weight and easy to use, it's very affordable, and the definitions and usage

information are sufficient for my purposes.

My third grader needed a Spanish language dictionary for his Spanish class. Being a third grader

and since he would probably need it for homework, we opted for a paperback. This is a very good

dictionary that allows him to look up words he doesn't know.

A little restricted, not as many entries as I had hoped for, but Larousse is the best of its kind and

size.

Un diccionario breve, aceptable, especialmente apropiado para viajes o consultas rÃ¡pidas; pero

carece de la informaciÃ³n y extension necesarias que definen a un buen diccionario.
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